
 

Softball Skills Development 
 

To help achieve consistency in our program, for our players and coaches, we 

have established a skills development chart to indicate how the girls should 

be progressing.  Naturally, the girls will develop their skills at different rates, 

but the chart will give the girls, coaches and parents an idea where the girls 

should be with their skills.  
 
THROWING 6u 8u 10u 12u 14/16u 

Grip, Basic Motion Intro Intro Dev Comp Comp 

Throwing Motion Intro Intro Dev Dev Comp 

Crow Hop   Intro Dev Comp 

      

FIELDING      

Positions Intro Intro Dev Comp Comp 

Catching a ball Intro Intro Dev Comp Comp 

Fielding a ground ball Intro Intro Dev Comp Comp 

Covering the Bases, Basic Intro Intro Dev Comp Comp 

Catching a pop fly Intro Intro Dev Comp Comp 

Catching an outfield fly  Intro Dev Dev Comp 
Difference between a force and a tag 
play  Intro Dev Dev Comp 

Making a tag play  Intro Dev Dev Comp 

Covering the Bases, Advanced   Intro Dev Comp 

Basic cutoff   Intro Dev Comp 

Holding a runner   Intro Dev Comp 

Bunt defense   Intro Dev Comp 

Turning a double play    Intro Dev/Comp 

Rounding a ball    Intro Dev/Comp 

Advanced cutoffs    Intro Dev/Comp 

      

HITTING AND RUNNING      

Batting Stance Intro Intro Dev Comp Comp 

Running to first base Intro Intro Dev Comp Comp 

Taking a lead and stealing (10u), 8/10u  Intro Dev Comp Comp 

Base Running, Basic  Intro Dev Comp Comp 

Base Running, Advanced   Intro Dev Comp 

Sliding   Intro Dev Comp 

Bunting   Intro Dev Dev/Comp 

Taking a lead and stealing, 12u and up    Intro Dev/Comp 

 

• Intro (Introduction) - This indicates that the skill should be introduced 

at that age group. 

• Dev (Developmental) – At this stage the player should have already 

been introduced to this skill and is now working towards mastering 

the skill. 



• Comp (Competent) – At this stage the player should have a solid 

understanding of this skill. 

• Dev/Comp – For more advanced skills, players will grasp and 

understand the skill at different rates so some girls will still be 

developing the skill while others may become quickly proficient.  

 

While most of the skills are self-explanatory there are a few that need further 

defining: 

 

Covering the Bases, Basic – this covers teaching the players how to safely 

cover a bag and basic base covering responsibilities during regular play. 

 

Covering the Bases, Advanced – this covers teaching the players how to 

cover the bases during game situations such as bunts and pick-off attempts. 

 

Base Running, Basic – this covers the proper techniques on how to run to 

first base, running through first base and turning at first. 

 

Base Running, Advanced – this covers base running during fly balls, 

advancing during a non-force situation and learning the “Look Back Rule” 

(when the pitcher controls the ball in the circle). 

 

Rounding a Ball – this covers a skill where a fielder (usually an outfielder on 

a fly ball) moves around a ball so that she is already in a throwing position 

when she catches the ball. 
 


